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Abstract – In the open access environment, many 

textual resources have become available in the PDF 

format on the Web. This research aims to survey PDF 

files in Japanese institutional repositories (IRs) to 

address the problems encountered during their long-

term preservation. With that aim, 1.5 million PDF files 

collected from Japanese IRs were analyzed with 

regard to file format, encryption, and metadata. Most 

PDF files did not conform to PDF/A. A total of 30.5% of 

PDFs were encrypted and many PDFs did not have 

embedded metadata. These results imply that PDF 

files in Japanese IRs have several serious problems for 

their long-term preservation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the open access environment, many textual 

resources have become available in PDF format on 

the Web. It is desirable for science to sustain an 

open access environment. If IRs were impermanent, 

it becomes essential that PDF files are unencrypted 

and have accurate metadata. For example, PDF/A is 

regarded as the preferred format for digital text 

preservation in several recommendations including 

[1]. Encryption and poor metadata make the 

document less accessible and less searchable. 

It has been pointed out that some PDF 

producing software create invalid files and research 

indicates that the quality of the PDF files is 

heterogeneous [2]. Termens et al. explored file 

types and PDF handling in two Spanish IRs and 

found many PDF files to be encrypted [3]. As the 

two repositories showed different tendencies for 

file handling, analyzing more repositories can 

potentially reveal a general approach for PDF 

handling. 

The heterogeneity of PDF files is also an issue 

with PDF-embedded metadata. For example, 

reference manager services usually extract 

metadata embedded in PDF files. Serious problems 

can arise when the embedded metadata is different 

from the actual content. Sometimes PDF-embedded 

metadata can cause security issues. For example, 

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics 

releases guidelines for protecting referee personal 

information [4]. When PDF gets released on the 

Web, differences between published metadata and 

PDF-embedded metadata may create confusion. 

This research aims to address the problem of 

the PDF's preservability by surveying PDF files in 

Japanese IRs. We investigate the following research 

questions: 

RQ1 How many PDF files are prepared in 

preservable format? 

RQ2 How many PDF files are encrypted in 

preservable manner? 

RQ3 How many PDF files have good enough 

embedded metadata to go alone on the Web? 

II. METHOD 

We collected and analyzed the PDF files as 

follows: 

1. Collecting Metadata Records: Metadata records 

were collected from IRs in Japan. In February 2019, 

we harvested metadata records from 582 IRs via 

ListMetadataRecords of Open Archives Initiative 

Protocol for Metadata Harvesting. All metadata 

was in the junii2 format that was prepared for 

JAIRO, which in turn is a federated search system 
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of Japanese IRs. This format contains “fulltextURL” 

element for URL of full text files. We collected 

2,103,600 metadata records and 1,556,390 of 

these records had URLs. According to the statistics 

from JAIRO, this accounted for 74% of all metadata 

records in Japanese IRs in February 2019. 

2. Collecting PDF Files: After collecting metadata 

records, PDF files were collected. We extracted 

1,556,390 URLs from the fulltextURL element and 

tried to download all of them. Factors such as 

change of IRs’ URL and invalid URLs prevented 

downloading. A total of 1,509,767 files were 

downloaded. Most of the files were PDFs, but 

some were non-PDF file formats. 

3. Analyzing PDF Files: Different types of 

information was extracted from PDF files using 

iText 7.1.0 library: PDF file information for RQ1, 

security information for RQ2, and metadata for 

RQ3. Some files failed to parse as PDF for various 

reasons including an invalid string in the PDF file. 

Finally, we analyzed 1,411,082 PDF files. TABLE I 

show the basic statistics of the files examined. 

III. RESULTS 

Only 0.9% of PDF files conformed to PDF/A (or 

PDF/B or PDF/UA), which is specialized for long-term 

preservation of electronic documents. 11.2% were 

tagged (structured) PDFs making them accessible to 

the visually impaired.  

As shown in TABLE III, 30.5% of PDF files were 

encrypted. The "Printing not allowed" setting 

prevents open access. The "Screen Readers not 

allowed" setting prevents visually impaired people 

from extracting text from PDF file. Furthermore, 

encrypted PDF files cannot be converted to any 

other format in future.   

To allow a PDF file to be distributed separately 

from the metadata of the IR, it is desirable that the 

PDF file have enough and accurate embedded 

metadata. Many PDF files did not have metadata 

embedded in “Document Information” part (48.9% 

had creator, 17.9% had title, and 1.5% had key 

words). In contrast, 35.7% of PDFs had creator 

metadata embedded in XMPMetadata part. Various 

types of PDF producing software were used as in a 

previous study [2]. Even if the metadata was 

embedded, the metadata was not necessarily 

accurate. Some PDF files still had their original file’s 

metadata and had not been updated to match the 

current file’s metadata. However, PDF files created 

by academic commercial publishers like Elsevier 

contained a lot of rich and accurate metadata.  

IV. SUMMARY 

 The answers to our research questions are as 

follows: 

RQ1 Few PDF files were made in a format that was 

appropriate for long-term preservation.  

RQ2 30.5% of PDF files are encrypted and they 

might prevent future reuse. 

RQ3 Many PDF files did not have sufficient metadata 

for distributing them separately from the 

metadata of the IRs. 

Our results show that PDF files in Japanese IRs 

have several serious problems for their long-term 

preservation. 

TABLE I 

Basic Statistics 

Metadata records in Japanese IRs 2,103,600 

Full text URLs 1,556,390 

Downloaded files 1,509,767 

Downloaded PDF Files 1,509,470 

Parsed PDF Files 1,411,082 

TABLE II 

PDF File Information for Long-Term Preservation 

PDF/A 0.9% 

Tagged PDF 11.2% 

TABLE III 

PDF Security Information 

Encrypted 30.5% 

Printing not allowed 0.6% 

Screen Readers not Allowed 1.3% 

TABLE IV 

PDF Document Information and XMPMetadata 

Creator in PDF Document Information 48.9% 

Title in PDF Document Information 17.9% 

Keywords in PDF Document Information 1.5% 

Creator in PDF XMPMetadata 35.7% 
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